PATH TO PREVENTION
ENSURING THE RIGHT INFORMATION IS SHARED WITH THE RIGHT PEOPLE IN THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME SO THEY CAN DO THE RIGHT THINGS...RIGHT AWAY.

INCIDENT REPORTS/SURVEYS
- Easy to access from org website
- Anonymous or confidential
- Customized incident types
- Customized surveys
- Optional hotline service

COLLECTING THE DOTS
- Concerning behaviors, suspicious activities and incidents
- Reports collected in central secure platform
- Survey data collected in easy to assess reports
- Assigned Team Members immediately notified
- Assigned Team Members see real-time actions/updates

ASSESSMENT/TOOLS
- Team collaboration/coordination
- Objective analysis/status tracking
- Behavior/Threat assessment tools (NEW)
- Escalation tools (mental health, law enforcement, legal, administration, etc.)
- Automated reminders for tasks/follow-up
- Identify related incidents/individuals
- Identify trends

ASSESSING THE DOTS
- Report details reviewed
- Investigation begins
- Information gathered
- Related incident reports searched
- Interventions/actions tracked and documented/due diligence
- Secure information sharing among team
- Awareness Vault consulted for guidelines/protocols

AWARENESS AND ACCOUNTABILITY VAULT
- Training, procedures accessible in central online location anytime
- Individual-level access/assignment
- Team members acknowledge requirements
- Ongoing secure access to real-time information
- Ongoing updates on new/viral risks

CONNECTING THE DOTS
- Investigation guidelines
- Role-based training
- Policies/procedures
- Alerts/updates
- Handbooks/conduct codes
- Legal requirements

DOCUMENTING THE DOTS
- On-demand progress reports
- Compliance reports
- Legal due diligence
- Audit-ready
- Annual certifications

SAVING TIME AND RESOURCES
- Reducing paper-trail
- Eliminating costs for printing and filing
- Reducing e-mails and spreadsheets
- Eliminating meetings and phone calls
- Automating reports

STREAMLINING DAILY TASKS
- Record-keeping of calls, cases, incidents, etc.
- Coordination of special teams
- Handbook updates/sign-offs
- Consent forms
- Trainings and certifications

PROACTIVE PREVENTION
- Saving Budgets
- Saving Reputations
- SAVING LIVES

To learn more about the TIPS prevention platform, please contact info@awareity.com
Anonymous Reporting

Anonymity is key. When surveyed over 90% of students said they would use an anonymous online reporting option to report bullying and other student safety concerns.

Each school places the TIPS REPORT INCIDENT button directly on their school’s website in an easy to find location. Anyone with information to report can access the button anytime, anywhere to submit a report.

Fully manageable/customizable by school/district

All incident types and report forms are customized by the individual school(s) so they can gain the most relevant information for their district. No two schools are alike and will have different challenges, and issues. TIPS allows schools to customize the types of incidents reported, report forms/questions, locations and all notifications. Reporters can also upload pictures, videos, and documents with report (i.e. a video of violent behaviors or screenshot of cyber bullying comments made on Facebook).

TIPS Surveys

Schools can utilize Awareity’s student safety survey template or create customized surveys to gauge student and staff opinions on anything from student safety to handbook changes to cafeteria preferences. The TIPS platform will compile all survey submissions into one easy to analyze report.

Real-Time Report Dashboard

All team members can easily access all new and existing reports with the ability to prioritize incident report response, view reports by location, date/time, etc.

TIPS Incident Tracking and Documentation

Once an incident is submitted, team members are instantly notified via e-mail and are then able to sign into the secure TIPS platform and review all report details. All actions taken are time-stamped and documented which allows schools to track all steps taken in an investigation, provide legal due diligence and easily manage and locate reports in the future. Team members can view the actions and intervention steps taken by others on the team to improve coordination and communication efforts ongoing.

TIPS Threat Assessment/Behavior Assessment

TIPS allows safety team members to objectively assess student behaviors, taking into account a comprehensive picture of behavior and longitudinally tracking the threat level over time.

TIPS Awareness Vault

Expert Resources/Training – Access to expert resources and training provided by Awareity
Customized Content – Schools can upload all policies, procedures, safety plans, guidelines, call lists, investigation check-lists, etc. into one central and secure location. Documents are assigned only to those individuals who should have access to them and all user acknowledgements are tracked and documented with on-demand reporting.

TIPS Awareness Training/Certification

Award-winning security awareness training modules are available. Users are required to certify annually. The MOAT/TIPS platform automates reminders, past due notifications, certification resets, etc. so no extra time is spent on countless e-mails, spreadsheets, etc.

Community-wide Involvement

Easy to incorporate third-party experts such as legal, law enforcement, mental health, IEP teams, etc. if incident warrants or escalates

Security/Privacy

No software, no hardware, no firewalls and no patches to install. The TIPS Platform is a web-based Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) application. All access is via SSL-secured web browsing with encrypted data in transit. Organization determines what level of access each administrator or end-user has based on their roles.

To learn more visit www.awareity.com